Tweed triangle and soft-tissue consideration of Japanese with normal occlusion and good facial profile.
A total of thirty-six Japanese adult subjects (consisting of eighteen men and eighteen women) with normal occlusion and harmonious facial features were subjected to cephalographic examination for the purpose of studying their soft tissues. Out of this group, twenty were selected and compared with twenty Class II, Division 1 and twenty Class III patients for the purpose of establishing an appropriate diagnostic guide for the Tweed triangle. These are our conclusions: 1. The Z angle of the Japanese subjects with normal occlusion was 69.70 degrees for the men and 71.75 degrees for the women. There is no significant difference between the sexes. 2. Although there are no significant differences between the sexes for the integumental and total chins, there is slight sexual difference for the upper lip measurement. 3. As compared to the subjects with normal occlusion, there is a significant difference for the Z angle of Class II, Division 1 and Class III patients. 4. In this study, the measurements of the Tweed triangle were FMA 27.28 degrees, IMPA 95.50 degrees, and FMIA 57.22 degrees. On the basis of this study and the reports of other Japanese investigators, we would like to suggest an FMIA of 57 degrees as being the most suitable basis for the diagnosis of Japanese patients, but this should be modified according to the FMA value.